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DEAR READER,
Design thinking, a collaborative, human-focused approach to problem-solving, is no longer just for the creative industries. It has become an important management trend across many industries and has been embraced by many organizations. Its results are hard to ignore. Indeed, design-driven companies regularly outperform the S&P 500 by over 200 percent.¹

To date, the financial services industry has not led in adopting this approach. However, leaders are recognizing that important challenges, such as engaging with millennial customers, can be best addressed by using design thinking, through the methodology’s exploratory approach, human focus, and bias towards action. This edition of the Journal examines the value of design thinking in financial services.

Design thinking introduces a fundamental cultural shift that places people at the heart of problem-solving, which is critical in a technology-driven environment. If the customer’s real problems are not fully understood, technological solutions may fail to deliver the desired impact. In this context, design thinking offers a faster and more effective approach to innovation and strategic transformation.

The case studies and success stories in this edition showcase the true value of design thinking in the real world, and how this approach is an essential competitive tool for firms looking to outperform their peers in an increasingly innovation-driven and customer-centric future. At Mastercard, design thinking has become a part of almost all organizational initiatives, from product development, research and employee engagement to solving challenges with customers and partners. Meanwhile, at DBS Bank in Singapore, a data-informed design model has been firmly embedded into the bank’s culture, enabling them to successfully move from being ranked last among peers for customer service in 2009, to being named the Best Bank in the World by Global Finance in 2018.

I hope that you enjoy the quality of the expertise and points of view on offer in this edition, and I wish you every success for the remainder of the year.

Lance Levy, Capco CEO

REGULATION OF CROWDFUNDING

TOBIAS H. TRÖGER | Professor of Private Law, Trade and Business Law, Jurisprudence, Goethe University Frankfurt am Main, Program Director Research Center Sustainable Architecture for Finance in Europe (SAFE)*

ABSTRACT

This paper is a shorter version of the national report for Germany prepared for the 20th General Congress of the International Academy of Comparative Law 2018. It gives an overview of the regulation of crowdfunding in Germany and the typical design of crowdfunding campaigns under this legal framework. After a brief survey of market data, it delineates the classification of crowdfunding transactions in German contract and corporate law and their treatment under the applicable conflict of laws regime. It then turns to the relevant rules in prudential banking regulation and capital market law. It highlights disclosure requirements that flow from both contractual obligations of the initiators of campaigns vis-à-vis contributors and securities regulation (prospectus regime).

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Policy objectives

Crowdfunding is a buzzword that signifies a subset of the new forms of finance facilitated by advances in information technology, usually categorized as fintech. In contrast to financial innovation that pertains to (new or redesigned) financial products and is somewhat ambiguous in terms of its social value, crowdfunding capitalizes on previously unavailable digital techniques to match supply and demand on money and capital markets. These developments can potentially disrupt traditional forms of intermediation by shifting the boundaries of the (financial) firm. Put differently, crowdfunding does not typically lead to unprecedented forms of financing relations. Instead, it allows for traditional contractual or corporate law relationships between previously unacquainted providers and consumers of capital to be initiated and concluded on novel, IT-driven platforms. From this perspective, the potential of crowdfunding to garner economically significant volumes of financing relationships seems considerable, thereby creating massive potential for momentous disruption as a consequence of disintermediation.

Once these projected developments gain traction, policy objectives traditionally pursued in financial regulation also become relevant for agents involved in crowdfunding. Concerns about financial stability, investor and consumer protection, or the prevention of money laundering and funding of terrorism hinge incrementally on including these new techniques to initiate financing relationships adequately in the regulatory framework. More specifically, the legislation through which policymakers seek to implement the relevant objectives, ceteris paribus, have to be attentive to the specifics of crowdfunding.

Considering the aforesaid, the pertinent legislation must pay particular attention to the role of the platforms and their operators because they are at the heart of the

* A longer version of this paper was published in “German National Reports on the 20th International Congress of Comparative Law” 397-428 (Martin Schmidt-Kessel, ed., Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2018).
technological innovation, which may both attenuate traditional justifications for government intervention and create new jeopardies for established policy goals. On the other hand, the laws that govern the relevant financing relationships once they are concluded face far fewer challenges as they are not materially affected by the way relationships are initiated and concluded. Put differently, the contract or corporate law framework that underpins financing relationships is old-fashioned, but the way it is invoked is novel.

1.2 Economic relevance of crowdfunding in Germany

The available data largely pertains to the forms of crowdfunding that initiate classical financing relationships (loan contracts, purchase of debt instruments, or equity interests). Granular data on funding relationships with significant altruistic elements is largely lacking.6

1.2.1 CROWDLENDING/PEER TO PEER (P2P) LENDING

In a study commissioned by the Federal Ministry of Finance, financial economists produced data on the scope and structure of the crowdlending market over the period from 2007 to 2015.7 The findings showed an enormous growth of what is the largest segment of the crowdfunding market (totaling €400 million of credit extended by the end of 2015, with average annual growth rates of 95%)8 with a significant slowdown during the economic downturn and even a decline of 22% in 2011. While P2P lending to consumers occurred relatively early on, crowdlending to businesses is a comparatively new phenomenon, albeit with staggering growth rates.9 Until the end of the observation period, the market was dominated by one player (Auxmoney), mainly used to roll-over existing loans or overdrafts and exhibiting relatively high default rates.10 This arguably induced platforms to impose stricter access conditions for users seeking credit (presentation of credit ratings). They thus assumed a more important role as gatekeepers.11

1.2.2 CROWDINVESTING

Germany’s preeminent scholars in the field produced descriptive statistics on the domestic crowdinvesting market.12 They showed not only that the initial upward trend in the funds raised (a total of almost €53 million since the first crowdinvestment initiative in August 2011) has abated recently,13 but that fundraising is largely concentrated on two platforms (Seedmatch and Companisto). These key players are also highly successful in placing the issues of start-ups (the success rate was 100% and 95% respectively), whereas other platforms have a significant fraction of failed offers that do not reach the funding threshold. With all due reservations concerning methodologically unhedged inferences, the data seems to indicate that platforms perform gate-keeping functions14 and are in a position to build reputational capital as information intermediaries as well.

2. DEFINITION – LEGAL QUALIFICATIONS OF CROWDFUNDING

2.1 How is crowdfunding defined in your legal order?

German law does not have any statutory or otherwise authoritative definition of crowdfunding. Scholars define crowdfunding as “collecting financial contributions from a multitude of persons to achieve a common goal through the use of a specialized internet platform.”15 Even more broadly, the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht, BaFin), understands crowdfunding as “a type of financing which is usually raised over internet platforms.”16 Although definitions vary in detail,17 the common recurring theme is that crowdfunding campaigns are conducted and supply and demand are matched over the Internet or through social media.

2.2 Situations usually covered by the notion ‘crowdfunding’

Variations in the terminology of the German scholarly debate aside, it is useful to distinguish between several sub-categories of crowdfunding. They are characterized by the diverging objectives that parties pursue with their transactions, which in turn shape the considerations stipulated in the contract.18 In crowdsponsoring, contributors receive no financial compensation, but support a specific project with donations.19 Alternatively, contributions are rewarded with (nominal) non-monetary benefits (“goodies”) if the campaign is successful, like an acknowledgement on the cover of music media or in the credits at the end of a movie.20 Alternatively, the consideration can have material value, for instance if supporters of crowdfunding campaigns receive a product from the first batch of production or acquire the preferential right to purchase the product immediately at a reduced
2.3 Legal qualifications for the different types of funding

The general stance of German contract law towards crowdfunding is determined by the fundamental principle of freedom of contract. This holds true even for crowdinvesting instruments that grant sponsors participation rights in a business venture’s future cash flows, because, as a matter of law, the hybrid capital instruments typically offered constitute debt contracts that are unaffected by corporate law’s rigidity. This latitude enables initiators of crowdfunding campaigns to structure the respective financing relationships to fit their preferences. Yet, it should not be ignored that the latter are frequently shaped by an appetite to avoid the constraints of banking and securities regulation. However, as initially noted, the legal qualification of financing relationships concluded on platforms poses no idiosyncratic challenge for German private law, because, in principle, all funding relationships existed prior to digitization in the analogue world and technological innovation has only facilitated their conclusion among previously unacquainted parties.

2.4 Crowdsponsoring

If contributions to the campaign are made as donations or no-interest “loans” without repayment-obligation the qualification as an immediately executed gift contract (Handschenkung) within the meaning of § 516 BGB is straightforward. The classification requires that the contribution is made without consideration, meaning the grant does not legally depend on any return, however small. Quite importantly, promises of non-monetary rewards also qualify as a consideration that precludes the qualification of a contract as a gift contract. However, crowdfunding campaigns where initiators promise no more than to publicly announce the name of the contributor do not necessarily provide for such non-monetary compensation. If the mentioned name is only one among many others of those who made (small) contributions, the typical credits can be qualified as legally irrelevant references to the gift. Only if the contribution that is supposed to be mentioned is more prominent, and thus allows for increased (media) attention can the relationship between the initiator and the contributor qualify as a sponsoring contract. In these contracts, the publicity of the contribution materially serves the communicative purposes of the benefactor and its promise thus constitutes a relevant compensation for the granted funds.

Moreover, German private law requires that both parties agree that the contribution occurs without consideration. Simply put, there must be contractual consensus on its gratuitousness. Such a consensus exists when the contribution is neither in a synallagma with a consideration, nor the condition, nor the cause of law for such a quid pro quo. Hence, if contributors enter into a legally binding arrangement promising them a material advantage in the form of an incentive or a goody (for instance a free download of funded music productions or meeting with the artist), the contract cannot be comprehensively qualified as a donation. However, if the parties are aware of a significant mismatch between the higher value of the contribution and the lower one of the consideration, German doctrine splits the transaction into two independent contracts, and thus treats the overshooting fraction of the contribution as a donation and treats its compensated part as a reward-based crowdfunding contract.

2.5 Reward-based crowdfunding

If investors in successful crowdfunding campaigns receive access to the product as a consideration for their contribution, for instance a physical delivery from the first manufacturing batch, a data medium with the produced movie or music album or a download code for it, the underlying contract can easily be qualified as a sale. If contributors acquire only a right to buy the product (at a reduced price), the contractual relationship is a purchase of rights, which is explicitly qualified as a sale in BGB § 453 para. 1. If media can only be streamed and no download-to-own is possible, the contractual relationship between investors and benefactors of crowdfunding campaigns represents a rental agreement. Generally, if the product value (market price) or the price of the
acquired right is – in accordance with the parties’ agreement – lower than the contribution, the transaction may be treated as consisting of two separate contracts.43

2.6 Crowdlending/P2P lending

P2P lending leads to regular, typically unsecured loan agreements.44 Loans to finance the acquisition of real estate, in principle subject to the same provisions in the German civil code, are practically non-existent, because such transactions are typically executed through special purpose vehicles in crowdinvesting (infra 4).

However, direct contracting between lenders and borrowers, mediated through the platform as an agent, would trigger undesirable regulatory consequences45 and is, therefore, rare in Germany, as operators have adjusted their business models accordingly. Although platforms match lenders and borrowers, they interpose a credit institution in the transaction that contracts with both the credit-seeking party and the funding party.46 On the one hand, the borrower takes out a loan from the credit institution, procured by the platform that earns a service fee (borrowing fee). On the other hand, the funding party purchases the bank’s redemption claim, which is subsequently assigned once the bank disburses the loan.47 As an economic result of the transaction, the investor holds a claim against the borrower just like they would had they contracted directly.48 This observation begs the question whether a differential treatment in regulation (see infra D.I.1) can be justified as a matter of public policy.

2.7 Crowdinvesting

Contributors to crowdinvesting campaigns receive a variable compensation that hinges on the financed venture’s future cash flows. The specific design of the arrangements varies49 and the observable differences are relevant for the legal qualification of the contractual relationships the parties typically conclude. In the vast majority of cases, the project-executing organization or person enters into direct contractual relationships with investors through the platform, whereas arrangements in which a special purpose entity bundles investments and then contracts with the initiator are rare.50

Recent empirical research highlights the legal structure of typical crowdinvestment products offered through the platforms to finance business ventures.51 These insights are of critical importance, because they determine how and to what extent crowdinvesting affects the policy objectives of financial regulation. The legal structure of investment products sold on crowdinvesting platforms defines both the cash-flow and governance rights vested with investors, which in turn are crucial for investor protection, but also have an impact on financial stability.

Issuers typically structure the financing relationship as unsecuritized term-debt52 with fixed interest rates53 and various extents of profit participation.54 In most cases, investors also participate in an increase of the going-concern value of the issuer.55 Loss participation is limited to the funds invested in gone-concern scenarios.56 Contractual arrangements in the indenture subordinate
the redemption claim to all other claims against the issuer.\textsuperscript{57} The contractual relations that underlie typical German crowdinvestments seek to mimic equity-like risk-and-return structures. This becomes even more apparent when considering the protection against claim dilution in the case of follow-up funding,\textsuperscript{58} which prevents new investors from externalizing risk to old investors and benefiting disproportionately from future cashflows.

However, the governance rights granted to investors on crowdinvesting platforms are limited compared to those vested with shareholders. In essence, investors do not have any influence on the decision-making process of the issuer concerning questions of management and business strategy.\textsuperscript{59} Yet, contracts provide for periodic disclosure of key financial and other relevant data that in some cases have to be explained by initiators at web-based annual investor meetings.\textsuperscript{60} Control rights beyond the entitlement to candid disclosure are almost non-existent.\textsuperscript{61}

In essence, German law provides three types of contractual arrangements that conform to the rights and obligations the parties seek to establish in crowdinvesting transactions.\textsuperscript{62} The relationship between contributors and initiators of crowdinvesting campaigns can be framed as either silent partnerships,\textsuperscript{63} profit participation rights (Genussrechte),\textsuperscript{64} or subordinated profit-participating loans (partiarische Nachrangdarlehen).\textsuperscript{65} The precise classification of individual agreements is difficult and courts explicitly follow a case-by-case approach.\textsuperscript{66} However, key indicators are (i) the lack of monitoring and control rights, which militates against a qualification as (silent) partnership;\textsuperscript{67} (ii) the existence of a fixed repayment claim combined with a participation in the venture’s profits or turnover, which speaks in favor of a profit participating loan contract;\textsuperscript{68} and (iii) the absence of such a repayment claim and a loss participation not only in gone-concern scenarios that hints at the classification of the financing relationship as a profit participation right or a silent partnership.\textsuperscript{69} To distinguish between profit participation rights and silent partnership interests, a pivotal factor is whether the crowdfunding relationship obliges contributors to further the project (common purpose) beyond their financial contribution.\textsuperscript{70}

At times, commentators have sought to establish a separate category for single-project financing relationships like movie productions or music albums.\textsuperscript{71} However, this further distinction is unnecessary, as these contracts can be understood as loans with (subordinated) fixed repayment obligations,\textsuperscript{72} and the value of the latter hinges on the performance of a single asset and thereby leads to an automatic loss-participation of investors up to the contributed amount. Alternatively, the respective financing relationships can also be construed as profit participation rights granted by the producing entity, where no repayment claims exist and a loss-participation is possible.\textsuperscript{73}

3. NORMATIVE FRAMEWORK

3.1 General

There has been no legislative intervention with regards to the private law qualification of contracts concluded on crowdfunding platforms, probably because the existing German private law framework allows parties to structure their financing relationships according to their economic goals. They can draw on well-established and thus broadly approved doctrinal concepts, which are applied to crowdfunding activities.\textsuperscript{74} Deviations from the majority view in the literature are confined to narrow aspects, remain exceptions, and are ultimately not convincing.\textsuperscript{75}

There is no specific law that regulates crowdfunding. Only very limited legislative interventions exist that relax primary market disclosure obligations in securities laws for crowdfunding activities.\textsuperscript{76}

3.2 Conflict of laws

Typical financing relationships concluded on platforms (see supra B.III) fall within the remit of the Rome I Regulation.\textsuperscript{77} This is also true for the most common crowdinvesting contracts, the subordinated profit participating loans (which are not negotiable instruments within the meaning of art. 1 para. 1 lit. d) Rome I Regulation\textsuperscript{78}), unsecuritized profit participation rights, and – according to the majority view in the literature – silent partnership interests.\textsuperscript{79} Although company law relationships are generally exempt from the regulation’s scope of application,\textsuperscript{80} silent partnerships, by their very nature, do not entail an actual organization but establish only contractual ties between the partners.

For all prevalent forms of crowdfunding, a choice of law is thus possible in principle.\textsuperscript{81} There is no publicly available empirical evidence on whether the option is broadly used in practice.\textsuperscript{82} In any case, the European conflict of laws rules limit the possibility to choose the applicable law in consumer contracts insofar as the
consumers would be deprived of the protection afforded to them by provisions that cannot be derogated from agreement by virtue of the law of the country of the consumer’s habitual residence. This rule applies in crowdfunding relationships concluded through German platforms, because even in crowdinvestment the relevant contracts do not establish rights and obligations that constitute a financial instrument within the meaning of the exception from the binding consumer protection afforded under the Rome I Regulation. However, where platforms seek to derogate from German law, the most important consumer protection rules to be considered in the required comparison with the chosen legal system are the subscription limits stipulated in securities laws.

Where choice of law clauses is not introduced in the respective contracts and consumer protection rules do not apply, the relationship is governed by the law of the country where the party required to effect the characteristic performance has their habitual residence. In crowdfunding relationships, this means the law of the country where the contributor lives.

**4. SUPERVISION OF CROWDFUNDING ACTIVITY**

**4.1 Licensing requirements**

Germany has no specific prudential regulation for crowdfunding. Authorization requirements can, therefore, only flow from the general bodies of law that regulate the financial sector, in particular the regulations governing credit institutions and investment services firms. The intermediation of donation- and reward-based crowdfunding does not constitute an activity that can fall under the regimes of prudential banking and capital market regulation, as long as platforms avoid collecting the funds from contributors beforehand. However, the cases of crowdlending (infra D.I.1) and crowdinvesting (infra D.I.2) are less straightforward and largely depend on platforms’ business models. Where the business model leads to licensing requirements, the applicable regime for obtaining and withdrawing licenses is that which is prescribed for credit institutions and investment firms respectively (infra D.I.3).

**4.2 Crowdlending/P2P lending**

Whether crowdlending platforms require an authorization under the Banking Act hinges on whether their activity is classified as either banking business or financial service. From the outset, there is a broad consensus that the primary economic function of platforms, to broker credit, does not constitute banking business within the meaning of the law, particularly because simple loans do not represent financial instruments and hence the activity of platforms does not amount to investment brokerage (Anlagevermittlung). Yet, within this function, specific intermediate steps may amount to banking business and thus trigger the authorization requirement.

If platforms collected the monetary contributions from the crowdlenders before forwarding them to borrowers, they might fulfill the statutory elements of “deposit business” (Einlagengeschäft). Although even registered users of the platform would provide “public funds” as required by the law, platforms can avoid falling under prudential banking regulation by not offering lenders accounts, and collecting the funds in successful campaigns only after the threshold level has been reached and forwarding them as quickly as technically possible to borrowers. This already avoids the funds being regarded as being “taken” by the platform. Platforms are even safer if they have contributions collected and forwarded by a cooperating bank, thereby avoiding the acceptance of lenders’ funds in the first place.

The challenges faced by platforms when they wish to avoid their activities amounting to “credit business” (Kreditgeschäft) are far more daunting. As long as platforms do not issue credits themselves, they do not violate a pre-authorization requirement with their own conduct. However, they may be held liable for aiding and abetting others in such an infringement of the banking monopoly and supervisors may, therefore, enjoin their
operations. Contributors themselves may fall under the very extensive interpretation of “credit business” and, therefore, conduct unauthorized banking operations. Any person that extends money loans engages in “credit business” if the activity is commercial. According to the majority view endorsed by supervisory practice, an activity is commercial if it is intended for a certain time period and motivated by an intent to achieve profits. A single transaction may suffice, if the intention is to extend more loans in the future.

Platforms react to the extensive authorization requirement by favoring the indirect contracting model (supra B.III.3). Despite economically identical outcomes, the supervisory practice and the majority view in the literature accept that combining the transactions does not amount to “credit business” for any other party involved than the loan-originating bank, and this can, therefore, be conducted without (additional) banking licenses. In particular, the various activities of platforms in the indirect contracting models also do not constitute banking business.

4.3 Crowdfunding

Licensing requirements for crowdfunding platforms under the Banking Act hinge on whether their activity qualifies as either banking business or an investment service. Regardless of the statutory stipulations of specific activities in the statutory definitions, any financial and investment service has to pertain to “financial instruments” as defined in banking and securities regulation. Prior to June 1, 2012, silent partnership interests and unsecuritized participation rights were not included in this definition, essentially liberating crowdfunding platforms from any authorization requirement and the prudential supervision attached to it. Since then, the definition of financial instruments also encompasses “financial assets” within the meaning of the Capital Investment Act, and since July 10, 2015, these in turn also comprise subordinated profit participating loans. Hence, the regulatory framework now in principle also captures the typical OTC investment products offered through platforms, like silent partnership interests, participation rights, or subordinated profit participating loans.

Consequently, the main query has become whether the activity of crowdfunding platforms with regard to financial instruments constitutes one of the enumerated business activities that qualify as banking or investment services. The consensus among scholars is that platforms do not engage in underwriting business (Emissionsgeschäft), because they do not assume the risk of a successful placement of the financial instruments issued. Similarly, typical platform activities do not constitute placement business (Platzierungsgeschäft), because this would require that the platform acts as an agent of the issuer and — according to the interpretation of BaFin — discloses this agency relationship. Instead, platforms typically only deliver offers to buy or sell as messengers. However, despite some quibbles about the precise meaning of the law, platforms may indeed engage in investment brokerage (Anlagevermittlung), because they intermediate the acquisition and sale of financial instruments. According to the majority view, it does not matter whether the transactions occur on the primary or secondary market. Hence, the execution of initial offerings through crowdfunding platforms may fall under the definition of investment brokerage and thus constitute banking or investment services that, in principle, require authorization. Nevertheless, brokerage activities that pertain to financial assets are exempt from authorization requirements if brokers acquire property rights neither in the assets nor in the invested funds of the customers. This tallies perfectly with the typical business model of crowdfunding platforms. As a consequence, only a special form of trade supervision (qualifizierte Gewerbeaufsicht) applies.

Finally, authorization requirements could be attached if a platform’s activities constitute the operation of a multilateral trading facility (MTF). Some commentators uncompellingly rule out this possibility by pointing to the regulatory rationale of the underlying European legislative initiatives that sought to capture MTFs as contemporary competitors of exchanges, arguing that this would require that platforms also host secondary market trading. The relevant policy goal of the pertinent regulation is to counter efficiency losses that are associated with a fragmentation of trading. In this regard, price discovery on primary markets is just as important as it is on secondary markets. The German supervisor has also repeatedly published the interpretation that crowdfunding platforms can fall under the definition of MTFs. However, it is unclear under which preconditions BaFin will actually find that the specific requirement of a “large number” of market participants trading at an MTF has been met in crowdfunding initiatives.
4.4 Licensing regime

If German crowdfunding platforms chose business models that require an authorization as a credit institution or an investment firm, they would have to fulfill all the requirements put forward in prudential banking or securities regulation, in particular the own funds requirements applicable to banks and the extensive standards for the conduct and the organization of financial services firms. Failure to comply would lead to licenses being revoked by the European Central Bank (banking license) or BaFin (financial services firms).

5. SPECIFIC OBLIGATIONS OF PARTIES

5.1 Disclosure requirements

Obligations beyond regular contract law only apply to crowdlending and crowdinvesting.

5.1.1 CROWDLENDING

As a consequence of the indirect contracting model, the bank that cooperates with the platform has to fulfill the extensive disclosure obligations stipulated for consumer loans, as prescribed in European law. The platform itself incurs a duty to disclose information on the specifics of its involvement and the remuneration received for it.

5.1.2 CROWDINVESTING

Funding an unseasoned business without a robust track-record is fraught with informational asymmetries between investors and founders (insiders) that typically lead to adverse selection problems. These are all the more serious in our context, because the likelihood of failure of a funded venture and thus a default on investors’ claims is usually high in crowdinvesting. As a consequence, information obligations vis-à-vis investors are pivotal. These can follow either from contractual obligations to inform (infra A.I.1.a) or the prospectus requirement put forward in securities regulation (infra A.I.1.b).

5.1.2.1 Contractual obligation of platforms

Although platforms typically do not perform the role of an investment advisor with the respective set of extensive duties simply because they do not recommend specific investments, some commentators argue that they incur contractual obligations to provide specific information to investors as an investment broker. The main argument is that, by pre-screening investments and structuring information presented to the crowd, platforms solicit trust in their superior expertise and access to information that investors rely upon. However, others hold that platforms advertise investments without an intent to incur legally binding information obligations. The latter position is not convincing given German courts’ general tendency to generously presume tacit agreements where information asymmetries are striking. Moreover, the practice of platforms not to gather, assess, and provide information is irrelevant with regard to establishing potential obligations and potentially amounts to neglectful behavior.

According to general standards, platforms, therefore, have an obligation to fully and correctly provide all information they possess that is material for the investment decision to be made. Furthermore, they have to verify the plausibility of the information supplied by the initiator of the campaign. This means, as a minimum, they have to assess whether the initiator provided all material information investors need to gauge the risks inherent in the investment (for instance on the project idea, business plan, specific risks, management, legal form of business venture, and investment) and to disclose information gaps, if the initiator’s submission proves insufficient and additional data is unavailable. Some commentators argue that platforms additionally have to roughly evaluate the viability of the venture, in order to weed-out “evidently extreme examples” of unrealistic business models.

5.1.2.2 Prospectus requirement and investor information sheet

An important potential channel through which information asymmetries between issuers and investors can be countered in crowdinvesting are prospectus requirements. As intermediaries, platforms cannot have an original duty to draw-up a registration document themselves, but can serve as powerful gatekeepers, if the general prohibition to distribute financial instruments without a prospectus also applies for investments initiated and concluded through crowdinvesting platforms.

Until July 10, 2015, a full-blown prospectus requirement under VermAnlG, § 6 for offerings with a nominal value of more than €100,000 existed, yet certain financing relationships, in particular subordinated profit participating loans, were generally not captured by the regime. The reform package of the Small Investor Protection Act closed the loopholes, but established...
an exemption for financial assets offered through crowdinvesting platforms (Schwarmfinanzierung).\textsuperscript{146} The main preconditions\textsuperscript{149} are that the aggregate value of the offering does not exceed €2,500,000, that subscription limits that depend on net worth and income of investors range from €1,000-€10,000,\textsuperscript{150} and that compliance with these preconditions is monitored by the platform. The primary source of information becomes the mandatory investment information sheet (Vermögensanlagen-Informationsblatt), which must be prepared by issuers and provided to potential investors who have to confirm that they (read and) understand a specific warning that points to the risk of a total loss of the invested funds.\textsuperscript{151} It has to contain an explicit notice that no prospectus was prepared for the offering.\textsuperscript{152} The advertisement restrictions, to be enforced by BaFin,\textsuperscript{153} ensure that the express warnings prescribed by law do not go missing in any other relevant communication regarding the investment.\textsuperscript{154}

Issuers on crowdinvesting platforms thus have limited choice regarding the regime for primary market disclosure.\textsuperscript{155} They can either opt for a fully-fledged prospectus and offer their product publicly without restrictions or accept limitations and make use of the statutory exemption provided for crowdinvesting.

5.2 No obligation to guarantee accomplishment of, or follow-up on, the project?

German law does not provide for an obligation to guarantee the accomplishment of the project or the participation in follow-up projects. However, typical contractual arrangements contain all-or-nothing clauses that ensure that initiators will only draw on individual contributions if the campaign reaches the target volume of financing.\textsuperscript{156} Hence, contributors have at least some certainty that the preconditions for successfully initiating the project are met. Moreover, some protections against abusive practices ex-post exist, most importantly the obligation to pay damages if the initiator misappropriates the funds received.\textsuperscript{157}

5.3 Redress mechanisms in case of non-accomplishment of the project

If a crowdfunding project fails due to the breach of a specific contractual obligation and there is a finding of fault on the side of the party in breach, damages may be available.\textsuperscript{158}

Platforms can only be liable for a breach of an obligation to inform. Such duties are most prominent in crowdinvesting where platforms may assume a role as investment brokers subject to specific information obligations (supra A.I.1.a), with a rich body of case law substantiating the respective duties.\textsuperscript{159}

Fraudulent behavior aside, project directors may be liable if they deploy funds in a way that contradicts the project description in the campaign. This can occur through a breach of the primary obligation to produce a certain good (reward-based crowdfunding) or violate the secondary obligation to avoid any action that imperils the other party’s contractual objectives (crowdsponsoring, crowdinvesting).\textsuperscript{160} Whether a deviation from the original plans was a good faith attempt to achieve the original goals of the campaign or a misappropriation of funds is often difficult to discern.

In principle, unsound managerial decisions that are not in line with acceptable business practice can give rise to liability.\textsuperscript{151} However, although no specific case law is available, courts will probably be reluctant to find fault in business decisions, as long as they were made on a sound informational basis and in the absence of conflicts of interest.\textsuperscript{162}
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